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Conserving nature and building a SCIence:

British ecologists and the origins of

the Nature Conservancy

STEPHEN BaCKING

Introduction

From a hill in Sussex, in the south of England, one sees a diverse landscape
of woodland and farmland; further away is Chichester Cathedral, and be
yond that, the seashore. Immediately below is Kingley Vale, a pocket of
natural vegetation: a yew wood, of'slow powerful trees that make their own
cathedral-cool climate'; scrub and heath, with their characteristic and col
ourful flora; and a grassland, rich in herbs and flowers. A Sarsen Stone,
placed there in 1957, overlooks this view. Its inscription reads:

In the midst of this Nature Reserve which he brought into being this
stone calls to memory Sir Arthur George Tansley, F.R.S., who during a
long lifetime strove with success to widen the knowledge, to deepen the
love and to safeguard the heritage of nature in the British Islands.

Tansley was said to have considered this view the finest in Britain. I Like
many British ecologists, he combined his research with a deep affection for
the countryside.

During the Second World War debate accelerated over the protection of
Kingley Vale and other natural areas. Tansley and other ecologists played
a major role in this, by insisting that ecological research was essential to
maintaining these fragments of Britain's natural heritage. In 1949 a sympa
thetic government responded by creating the Nature Conservancy, an in
dependent institution to support ecological research, provide advice

E. M. Nicholson, E. B. Wonhington and Polly Winsor provided generous assistance and
advice during my research, and an anonymous reviewer supplied useful comments on an earlier
version of this paper. I should also like to thank Professor Henry Regier, and the Associates of
the University of Toronto for research suppOrt. Additional support was provided by Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada DoctOral and Post-DoctOral Fellow
ships.

I See]. HyweJ-Davies, V. Thorn and L. Bennett, The Macmillan guide to Britain's nature
reserves, London, 1986, pp. 397-398; the inscription, written by Max Nicholson, is in Report
of the Nature Conservancy, for the year ended 30th September 1958, London, 1958, p. 9 r.
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concerning natural flora and fauna, and maintain nature reserves. For ecolo
gists, the Conservancy was an important milestone. While assuring the pro
tection of many distinctive plant and animal communities, it also quickly
became the leading ecological research organization in Britain, with several
research centres and a program of grants to academic ecologists.

The Nature Conservancy however reflected more than ecologists' success
in protecting the countryside, while gaining new support for their research.
In this paper I explore the period immediately preceding the Conservancy,
when ecologists were attempting to redefine their discipline, and demon
strate that they could provide practical, authoritative advice on the manage
ment of the natural landscape. These objectives were reflected in new
techniques of experimentation and survey, new theoretical perspectives such
as the ecosystem concept, and firm ideas on the relationship between gov
ernment and science. Convinced that their science could not flourish within
existing academic or government institutions, ecologists decided that a new
institution, dedicated to ecology, was necessary. In the 1940S they pursued
this by assuming leadership of the nature reserves movement, recasting its
objectives to be consistent with the theory and practice of ecological re
search, and presenting reserves and nature conservation as an appropriate
responsibility of government. Their success was apparent in the creation of
the Conservancy, which was designed according to the proposals ofleading
ecologists, to fulfil the unique requirements of their research.

Applied ecology

By the late 1930S, British ecologists could look back on several decades of
efforts to obtain support for their discipline. Even their transformation of
the British Vegetation Committee into the British Ecological Society in 1912
had been partly motivated by a belief that government funds would thereby
be more easily obtained. 2 This concern for funding was most apparent in
discussions of the practical applications of ecological research. Tansley, until
his death in 1955 the most eminent British ecologist, was also among the
most persistent in demonstrating the utility of his discipline. Between 1924
and 1926, for example, he co-edited Aims and methods in the study of
vegetation, which explained how ecology could be applied by foresters and
agriculturists throughout the Empire) In 1927, in his inaugural lecture as
professor of botany at Oxford, Tansley presented his vision of the future of
botany, discussing at length its relevance to agriculture, forestry, and pasture
management. Each, he explained, depended upon an extensive understand
ing of plants and their environment. He also stressed that science itself

l J. Sheail, Seventy-five years in ecology: The British Ecological Society, Oxford, 1987, p. 39.
) A. G. Tansley and T. F. Chipp (eds.), Aims and methods in the study ofvegetation, London,

1926.
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would benefit from links to 'practical human needs'. Evidently, he re
marked, 'it is perfectly hopeless to expect to develop or to maintain an
efficient scientific department without the substantial monetary support that
is rarely forthcoming unless a clear and unequivocal public utility other than
a purely educational or academic utility can be demonstrated.'4 Practical
relevance would also assure support for graduates. As he noted several years
later,

As soon as the various 'powers that be' have realized more fully that field
ecology is the best of all trainings for forestry, for pastoral science, and
for all careers in which a knowledge of the relation of vegetation to the
land is of prime importance, the opportunities and facilities for such
work will increase and multiply.5

But Tansley also argued that botany itself benefited from insights pro
vided by practical problems. These problems were 'an important part of the
driving forces which are necessary for the fertile development of science, and
if we try to divorce pure from applied science we drift almost inevitably into
sterile academicism.'6 As Tansley knew well, ecology had benefited from its
contacts with agriculture. Research at Rothamstead Experimental Station,
for example, led to more interest among ecologists in grasslands and the
relations between plants and soil.7

But while benefiting from such contacts, ecologists were nevertheless not
able to obtain from the Ministry of Agriculture sufficient support for studies
of strictly ecological problems. As R. George Stapledon complained in I928,
study of grassland communities affected by grazing was only supported
when it could be justified by benefits to agriculture; a similar study on
vegetation strictly of interest to ecologists would only be possible when
ecology had 'sufficient financial backing to found for itself a station unham
pered by agricultural or other economic calls upon its methods of enquiry'.8
By I939, only Charles Elton had obtained significant support from the
Ministry for ecological research, for studies by his Bureau of Animal Popu
lation at Oxford on pests of grain. This came after a decade of depending on
modest, relatively uncertain grants from several organizations.9

4 A. G. Tansley, The future development and functions of the Oxford Department of Botany,
Oxford, 192 7, pp. 4-5.

S A. G. Tansley, The British islands and their vegetation, Cambridge, 1939; reprinted
1953, p. x. 6 Tansley, op. cit. (4), p. 5.

7 E. ]. Salisbury, 'The origin and early years of the British Ecological Society', Journal of
ecology, (1964) 52 (suppl.), 16;]. Sheail, 'Grassland management and the early development of
British ecology', British journal for the history of science, (1986) 19, pp. 297-298.

8 R. G. Stapledon, 'Cocksfoot grass (Daetylis glomerata L.): Ecotypes in relation to the
biotic factor', Journal of ecology, (1928) 16, p. 103.

9 P. Crowcroft, EIton's ecologists: A history of the Bureau of Animal Population, Chicago,
1991, pp. 13-46; J. Sheail, 'Applied ecology and the search for institutional support', Environ
mental review, (1989) 13 (2), pp. 68-70.
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In the 1940S Tansley led ecologists in an effort to demonstrate the rel
evance of their work to forestry. This culminated in July 1943, in a meeting
between the British Ecological Society and the four British forestry societies,
at which Tansley and other ecologists explained the assistance they could
provide to forestry. The meeting had been precipitated, Tansley noted, by a
recent article by Sir Roy Robinson, chairman of the Forestry Commission.
Robinson had explained that new forests were most successful when their
planting and management followed the natural succession of woodlands. It
was in particular necessary to be aware of which species could colonize bare
land, and which could replace pioneer species. An understanding of wood
land ecology was therefore, Robinson believed, necessary to forestry man
agement. IO Robinson's comments apparently convinced Tansley that the
Forestry Commission would be willing to provide opportunities for eco
logical research. The Commission, Tansley suggested, should permit the use
of plantations as large-scale experiments. Ecologists should even be able to
propose variations in forest planting, to make these experiments as useful as
possible. In co-operating, both ecologists and the Forestry Commission
would benefit: practical problems would provide starting points for research
aimed at a general understanding of forest ecology; this understanding
would then provide the basis for solution of specific problems. I I

This effort to link ecology and forestry was especially timely because an
increasing fraction of the countryside was being devoted to new forests. The
month before the joint meeting, the Forestry Commission had released its
plan for post-war forestry, in which it proposed to create within 50 years
five million acres of intensively managed forests. This would require new
forest plantations on three million acres of land. 12 Tansley was concerned
about the aesthetic impact of these plantations, and the replacement of de
ciduous woodlands by conifers:

Young coniferous plantations, straight-edged and neat in form with pre
cisely aligned saplings, their floors bare of the familiar woodland plants,
introduce into the landscape an alien feature which cannot but offend the
lover of the luxuriant irregular beauty of the countryside to which he is
accustomed. And it is not only his aesthetic sense which is outraged.
Plantations of conifers profoundly alter the plant and animal life of a
region. Not only do they destroy the vegetation of open ground, but
they change altogether and greatly impoverish the character of the

10 R. Robinson, 'Some ecological aspects of afforestation and forestry in Great Britain',
Forestry, (1943) 16, pp. 1-12.

I) British Ecological Society, 'Ecological principles involved in the practice of forestry',
Journal of ecology, (1944) 32 , pp. 83-87.

12 Forestry Commission, Post-war forest policy, London, 1943.
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woodland flora and fauna when the plantation is made on a woodland
site. I}

These plantations, Tansley argued, could cause soil deterioration and declin
ing productivity. Such problems, he implied, demanded the attention of
ecologists. Ecologists could also advise the Forestry Commission of areas
suitable for reforestation. The highlands of north-west Britain, for example,
while unsuitable for agriculture, could be used for 'great forests of climax
conifers developed and allowed to grow to maturity'.14

Foresters were not unswayed by these arguments. The Commission set up
a few forest reserves, and permitted ecologists to study in its forests, sup
porting the research of a few of them. This support, however, was very
limited. This may have been because while foresters did appreciate the in
sights of ecologists into such problems as forest succession and soil deterio
ration, they also had many concerns for which the expertise of ecologists
was not immediately relevant, such as the effects of fire, wind and disease,
and methods of ensuring soundness of timber. 1 5 In general, the Commission
favoured short-term research on problems encountered in planting new for
ests, not the long-term studies of established plantations that ecologists were
most prepared to participate in. A probable additional factor was the percep
tion that foresters understood aspects of forest ecology better than did
ecologists. In particular, Alex Watt argued that foresters were far ahead of
ecologists in comprehending the patterns of distribution, and relations be
tween, species within forest communities. 'Ecologists', Watt noted, ' ... have
a long way to go before they know enough about the relations between
species in the plant community to make generalizations which will be useful
in the practice of forestry'. 16 The end result was that, in the 1940s, support
for ecological research from the Forestry Commission, as from agricultural
bodies, remained a largely unfulfilled hope.

But while unable to obtain adequate support, ecologists were nevertheless
discussing research that would require more support and facilities than they
had ever had access to. At Oxford, for example, Elton was developing plans
for his ecological survey of Wytham Estate, with the long-term aim of
understanding the dynamic interactions between all the species of organisms
living within it. Such a survey, Elton believed, was essential to bridging the
gap between plant and animal ecology, permitting synthesis of 'at least a

I) A. G. Tansley, Our heritage of wild nature.' A plea for organized nature conservation,
Cambridge, 1945, p. 54. !4 British Ecological Society, op. cit. (I I), pp. 84, 88.

15 H. G. Champion, 'The future of our new forests', Advancement of science, (1950) 6, pp.

}19-}24'
16 British Ecological Society, op. cit. (Il), 10}. This was the focus of Watt's own research,

which he would later present in his influential paper, 'Pattern and process in the plant commu
nity', Journal of ecology, (1947) 35, pp. 1-22.
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working model of how whole ecosystems are arranged in nature, and how
they work and interact' .17

Elton's reference to ecosystems recalled Tansley's development of the
concept in 1935, both to serve as a basis for previous ecological study, and
to suggest future research directions. In Tansley's view, this concept inte
grated the understanding that ecologists had gained since 1900 of succession,
the interaction between animal and plant communities, and the development
of an equilibrium between the biota and its physical environment. 18 The
ecosystem concept could also provide the basis for new techniques, such as
long-term studies of succession and field experiments, and the adaptation of
ideas from physics and chemistry, climatology and pedology, through
which, Tansley believed, ecologists could develop a fully scientific approach
to the study of flora and fauna. And as, for ecologists, the 'basic unit of
nature', the ecosystem concept, finally, asserted the distinctiveness of ecol
ogy, distinguishing it from the study of both individual organisms and inor
ganic systems. 19

With these new ideas and techniques emerging, some ecologists felt that
ecology was entering a new phase, in which new methods, concepts and
problems would reshape the discipline, shifting its orientation from describ
ing the patterns of vegetation and animal populations, to the causes behind
these patterns. Elton, for example, told ecologists that he was 'absolutely
convinced that we are on the threshold of a period when synthesis of animal
and plant community facts and concepts will not only be possible but nec
essary, if we are to interpret ecological phenomena fully, and see them in the
proper contexts'.20 Tansley too foresaw the need to move from description,
to understanding causes, and that new techniques would be necessary:

Ecologists have been largely occupied hitherto in describing the facts of
natural succession, but we can have no thorough knowledge of a succes
sion until we have discovered the actual effective factors which enable
one kind of a tree to succeed in the presence of another but not alone,
.. Only carefully designed experiments will discover the actual factors at
work, and this is essentially the business of the ecologist,21

This attitude was perhaps best demonstrated in the reaction of leading
ecologists to Tansley's The British islands and their vegetation, published in
1939, which summarized the work of British plant ecologists over the pre
ceding four decades. William Pearsall found special significance in how it

17 C. Elton, 'Population interspersion: An essay on animal community patterns', Journal of
ecology, (1949) 37, p. I; see also C. Elton & R. Miller, 'The ecological survey of animal
communities: With a practical system of classifying habitats by structural characters', Journal
of ecology, (1954) 42, pp. 460-496.

IS A. G. Tansley, 'The use and abuse of vegetational concepts and terms', Ecology, (1935) 16,
pp. 284-3°7. 19 Tansley, op. cit. (18), p. 299.

20 Elton, op. cit. (17), p. I. 21 British Ecological Society, op. cit. (11), p. 86.
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'marks an epoch, the culminating point of a period in which the descriptive
study of existing vegetation has been the leading interest of British ecolo
gists'.22 According to Edward Salisbury, the book

may be said to mark the closing of the purely descriptive phase of the
study ofBritish vegetation. Future progress lies rather in the direction of
causal ecology, of the study of the biological relations of species, and in
the application of the principles of physiology and the factors of compe
tition to the elucidation of the problems of plant and animal life under
natural and semi-natural conditions. 23

Watt also took Tansley's recent survey as a 'landmark', marking the end of
one period ofBritish ecology, and the beginning of another: 'It is the climax
of a phase in which the main theme has been the relation of one plant
community to another. The next stage, in my view, will be the intensive
study and elucidation of the dynamic relations which hold between one
species and another in the plant community itself.'24 These views, it may be
concluded, indicate that ecologists saw ecology as leaving one period of
development, and entering another, marked by new methods and perspec
tives.

But this new phase of ecology depended on facilities that were not readily
available. Flora and fauna of interest to researchers needed long-term protec
tion. Tansley's research areas had twice been destroyed; he noted that

One of the most troublesome and irritating hindrances to ecological
observations intended to serve as a basis for the study of successional
change ... is the liability to interference with or destruction of the
vegetation of the area under observation by such events as clearing,
felling, draining, gravel digging, change of ownership, or 'develop
ment'.2j

Suitable areas were also needed for experimentation; Tansley noted in 1943
that for ecology not 'the least of its difficulties has been the lack of suffi
ciently extensive opportunities for adequate ecological experiments, without
which the science cannot progress.'26 Ecologists themselves also had to be
assured oflong-term support, to complete intensive surveys or experiments.
Secure employment and research funding, however, was not readily avail
able. Tansley complained of ' the difficulty of placing the young ecologist in
a bread-winning job. Compared with the mycologist and even with the plant

12 W. H. Pearsall, 'A milestone in plant ecology', Journal of ecology, (1940) 28, p. 241.
2) E. J. Salisbury, 'The study of British vegetation', Nature, (1939) 144, p. 306.
24 British Ecological Society, op. cit. (11), pp. 103-104.
25 A. G. Tansley, 'British ecology during the past quarter-century: The plant community

and the ecosystem',]ournal of Ecology, (1939) 27, p. 527·
26 British Ecological Society, op. cit. (Il), p. 83.
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physiologist or geneticist he is still at a grave disadvantage.'27 As he later
recalled, he had even, because of the lack of opportunities, discouraged
students from studying ecology.28

It was in these circumstances - of innovative research strategies emerging,
but hindered by a lack of secure support and opportunities - that a new
occasion arose for demonstration of the practical benefits of ecology. This
was the concern over the destruction of Britain's flora and fauna. To under
stand the approach that ecologists took to this issue, we must turn to the
longstanding interest in nature reserves.

Preservation or conservation

As early as 1873 it had been suggested that the government set aside reserves
to 'preserve spots of primitive land-surface of which the vegetation was
especially interesting'.29 In 1912, when Charles Rothschild founded the So
ciety for the Promotion of Nature Reserves (SPNR), naturalists began a
formal attempt to win support for the preservation of rare species and habi
tats through nature reserves. Rothschild and his colleagues at the National
Trust and other preservationist societies were painfully aware of the gap
between the few reserves they had acquired, and the 273 areas 'worthy of
protection' that they had identified. They did not propose that the govern
ment take responsibility for reserves, only that it provide funds to voluntary
societies, which would then select and protect reserves)O The concept of
reserves did receive some official support. In 193 I, for example, the Addison
Committee, investigating the potential for national parks in Britain, recom
mended a system of National Reserves and Nature SanctuariesY The gov
ernment, however, did not act, and, as John Sheail has observed, nature
preservation made little progress before the Second World WarY

Nature preservation assumed special urgency as the war deepened. Mili
tary ranges, camps and airfields consumed land. Farmers, urged to produce
as much food as possible, ploughed under grass lands and heaths. Forests
were cut down for timber. Taxes continued to force the breakup of large
estates that had protected valuable areas. In addition, the government, pre
paring for post-war reconstruction, had begun developing mechanisms for

'7 Tansley, op. cit. (25), p. 530.
,8 A. G. Tansley's statement in meeting of the Advisory Council on Scientific Policy, No

vember 2, 1949, PRO CAB 132-66.
29 W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, in D. E. Alien, 'Changing attitudes to nature conservation: The

botanical perspective', Biological journal of the Linnean Society, (1987) 32, p. 208.
)0 J. Sheail, Nature in trust: The history ofnature conservation in Britain, Glasgow, 1976, pp.

196-98; H. J. Harvey, 'Changing attitudes to nature conservation: The National Trust', Bio
logical journal of the Linnean Society, (1987) 32, pp. 149-159.

)1 G. E. Cherry, Environmental planning, 1939-1969, London, 1975, I1, pp. 13-[5.
)2 J. Sheail, Rural conservation in inter-war Britain, Oxford, 1981.
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planning and regulating development and land use. Lord Reith, the Minister
of Works and Buildings, initiated studies of industry, agriculture and other
factors affecting economic activities and land use)3 One such study was by
the Committee on Land Use in Rural Areas (the Scott Committee). The
Forestry Commission and other government bodies also developed plans for
the post-war development of the countryside.

The SP R looked on these plans with some anxiety: 'Many naturalists
were conc, led lest efforts to preserve the native flora and fauna for the
benefit of posterity should be neglected.'34 In response, it campaigned to

ensure a role for naturalists in the future of the countryside, by arranging in
1941 a Conference on Nature Preservation in Post-War Reconstruction.
One conclusion of the conference was that planning must protect flora and
fauna useful to scientists, with 'strict' nature reserves, in which 'any work
involving the alteration of the configuration of the soil or the character of the
vegetation, any act likely to harm or disturb the fauna or flora, and the
introduction of any species of fauna or flora ... shall be strictly forbidden.'35

Ecologists did not at this point play a major role in the nature reserves
movement, possibly preferring to leave the initiative to amateur naturalists
and recreational interests. In 1939 Tansley, while noting the efforts of the
Commons and Footpaths Preservation Society and the National Trust to

establish reserves, did not propose that ecologists become involved, beyond
perhaps surveying the plants and animals of Trust properties. He apparently
expected greater success to be achieved not through nature reserves, but
through the national parks movement, which 'in some form seems likely to

achieve a positive result in the immediate future')6 Thus, although the Brit
ish Ecological Society was one of fifteen organizations taking part in the
1941 Conference on Nature Preservation, Herbert Smith, an expert on gems,
and honorary secretary of the SPNR, provided its leadership.

By 1942, however, ecologists had decided to play a more active role in the
nature reserves movement. Their decision may have been motivated by the
interest the government was now demonstrating in this issue. That year,
representatives of the Conference on Nature Preservation met with William
Jowitt, chairman of the ministerial committee concerned with reconstruc
tionY Jowitt invited them to form a committee to advise the government on
reserves. This, the Nature Reserves Investigation Committee (NRIC), was
also led by Smith, but it included several ecologists, including Cyril Diver,

)) Cherry, op. cit. (3 1), pp. 33-37.
)4 Nature Reserves Investigation Committee, 'Nature conservation in Great Britain', Draft

copy, January 1943, 1, PRO HLG 92-18.
)\ Society for the Promotion of Nature Reserves, 'Nature preservation in post-war recon

struction', Conference memorandum no. 1, November 1941, PRO HLG 92-18.

)6 Tansley, op. cit. (5), p. 192.

)7 H. Smith to W. Jowitt, April I, 1942, PRO HLG 92-18.
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Pearsall and Salisbury. In its 1943 report, the Committee presented a list of
proposed nature reserves, and advised that they could not be merely pro
tected from human interference, but must be subject to a 'rigid and continu
ing control under scientific direction'. This would be the responsibility of
experts on plant and animal communities, employed by a 'National Reserves
Authority' that would be a special department of the Ministry of Town and
County Planning.3 8

The ecologists had selected many of the reserves proposed by the NRIC.
But their influence was especially evident in the committee's emphasis on
active management of reserves. By this time ecologists had concluded that
most British plant and animal communities had been affected by human
activities. British woodlands, for example, were intermediate between virgin
forest and plantations: exhibiting aspects of both the primeval forest, and
their long history of care and exploitation.39 Grasslands were also, as Harry
Godwin noted in 1929, shaped by human uses. When subjected to continued
pasturage or cutting, their succession may be deflected into a different, but
nonetheless stable climax community. If this management ceased, succession
might take a different course, eliminating the existing community. For exam
ple, the Wicken Fen nature reserve had to be periodically cleared of bushes
to maintain its characteristic vegetation.40 Through such insights, the effects
of human activities had become an integral part of ecologists' theoretical
understanding of plant communities. In defining his conception of ecology,
Tansley stressed in 1935 that however overwhelming is the human impact, it
remains a factor that ecologists must consider: 'Regarded as an exceptionally
powerful biotic factor which increasingly upsets the equilibrium of preexist
ing ecosystems and eventually destroys them, at the same time forming new
ones of very different nature, human activity finds its proper place in ecol
ogy.'4 1 'We cannot', he reminded his colleagues, 'confine ourselves to the so
called "natural" entities and ignore the processes and expressions of
vegetation now so abundantly provided us by the activities of man.'4 2

In the NRIC report, as well as in a 1943 report of the British Ecological
Society, ecologists insisted that nature reserves must be managed to maintain
their distinctive plant and animal communi ties. To refer to the management
of natural areas they adopted the term 'conservation', likely importing it
from the United States and Canada, where, since the turn of the century, it
had signified the scientific management of natural resources. By the 1940s,

)8 Nature Reserves Investigation Committee, op. cit. (34).
)9 A. G. Tansley, 'Natural and semi-natural British Woodlands', Forestry, (1940 ) 14,

pp. 1-21.

4° H. Godwin, 'The sub-climax and deAected succession', Journal of ecology, (1929) 17, pp.
144-147; H. Godwin, 'The "sedge" and "litter" of Wicken Fen', Journal of ecology, (1929) 17,
pp. 148- 160.

4
1 Tansley, op. cit. (18), p. 303. 4' Tansley, op. cit. (18), p. 304.
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British ecologists were well aware of, and admired, North American conser
vation. Elton, for example, in a laudatory review of Natural principles of
land use, by Edward Graham, the Chief of the Biology Division of the VS
Soil Conservation Service, praised the 'fine tradition of the V nited States
Federal wild life services'.43 In 1941-42 Julian Huxley visited, and later
wrote about, the Tennessee Valley Authority, which he saw as the applica
tion of conservation and planning principles to an entire region.44 In adopt
ing its terminology, British ecologists evidently hoped to emulate the success
of North American conservationists in achieving recognition and support
for their work. Their willingness to learn from the North American example
was also suggested by the work of the Wildlife Conservation Special Com
mittee. I will discuss this committee below; it is appropriate to note here,
however, that while developing a proposal for a nature conservation institu
tion, it studied the work and organization of the VS National Parks Service
and the Fish & Wildlife Service.45

There were several implications of the insistence of ecologists on the
necessity of scientific management, or conservation, of reserves. Most im
portant, it established the authority ofecologists as best able to manage these
reserves. Management required an understanding of the dynamic processes
of natural communities, and especially of their successional development.
Such an understanding had been accumulated by ecologists over the preced
ing four decades. Thus, as nature reserves moved closer to being a govern
ment responsibility, this authority brought ecologists closer to official
recognition of the practical utility of their expertise. Effectively, ecologists
sought to define nature reserve management as a professional activity. In
doing so, they excluded others from this activity, and particularly, the ama
teur naturalists that had been a driving force in the nature reserves move
ment. By designating their research and its application in management as
'conservation', ecologists distinguished themselves from amateur naturalists
and their demands for the 'preservation' of nature. Reliance on preservation,
T ansley insisted, reflected an ignorance of ecology:

Some nature lovers who have little actual acquaintance with the ways of
nature and her reactions to human activities constantly advocate a policy
of 'letting nature alone' in nature reserves. This is only justified in the
few places where there has been little or no human interference ... Over

43 C. E[ron, 'Land ecology', Journal of animal ecology, (1945) 14, p. 53; E. H. Graham,
Natural principles of land use, London, 1944.

44 J. S. Huxley, TVA: Adventure in planning, London, 1943.
4j Repon of conversations with Iva Gabrielson, Head of US Office of National Park Wild

life, Fish & Wildlife Service, November 25, 1945; 'Copy of a memorandum of agreement
between the National Park Service and the Fish and Wildlife Service, of the Depanment of the
Interior, September 1I, 1943' in Wild Life Conservation Special Committee, 'Terms of Refer
ence, Committee Papers, minutes of meetings, etc.', 1945-46, PRO HLG 93-48.
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most of the country the natural vegetation ... has been decisively altered
and more or less stabilised by man, has become in fact what we call
'semi-natura!', and if the human regime is discontinued it will change
into something else.46

The notion that intervention was necessary to maintain plant and animal
communities was useful for ecologists in another way, by helping dissolve
the distinction between natural and artificial communities. There was no, or
very little, pristine nature left - only plant and animal communities affected
to varying degrees by human activities. Most vegetation, in fact, was neither
natural nor artificial, but 'semi-natural'. Knowledge gained through study of
manipulated communities could therefore provide valid insights into com
munities once considered to be 'natural', but that in fact differed only in
degree of human influence. This conclusion gave more credibility and au
thority to ecologists developing experiments, studying forest plantations, or
arguing for the relevance of ecology to agriculture and forestry management.

Another advantage to ecologists of the notion of conservation was its
compatibility with the government's intentions for post-war planning. Just
as ecologists were arguing that management was necessary to maintaining
valued features of Britain's flora and fauna, so were government planners
and other experts arriving at a similar conclusion for the countryside as a
whole. Patrick Abercrombie, Thomas Sharp, and others had often argued
that the British countryside was not static, but had been, and continued to
be, shaped by a dynamic interaction between human activities and natural
features. This perspective achieved some official status in 1942, in the influ
ential report of the Scott Committee:

The landscape of England and Wales is a striking example of the inter
dependence between the satisfaction of man's material wants and the
creation of beauty. The pattern and the beauty of the countryside as we
know them to-day are largely the work of man during the past few
centuries. Its present appearance is not by any means entirely the work
of nature and it is not enduring, for nature is dynamic, not static ...
Experience has shown how quickly land can revert to an unkempt, wild
and ragged condition, even when it is only neglected and not wholly
abandoned. The beauty and pattern of the countryside are the direct
result of the cultivation of the soil and there is no antagonism between
use and beauty.47

The countryside, the Committee concluded, 'cannot be "preserved" ... it
must be farmed if it is to retain those features which give it distinctive charm
and character.'48 This view, it is evident, was consistent with the case made

46 A. G. Tansley, op. cit. (13), p. 35.

47 Committee on Land Utilisation in Rural Areas, Report, London, 1942, p. 4.

4
8 Committee on Land Utilisation in Rural Areas, op. cit. (47), p. 47.
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Nature conservation and nature reserves, Cambridge,
jI British Ecological Society, op. cit. (50), p. }2.

13 Tans!ey, op. cit. (, 3)'

by Tansley and other ecologists that nature reserves should be not merely
preserved, but managed. By arguing that they could guide reserve manage
ment and conservation, they effectively presented their expertise as essential
to, and consistent with, government plans for the countryside as a whole.49

For ecologists conservation involved more than nature reserves. While
essential, reserves were only one element in a broader program of research
and practice. Although several ecologists were members of the NRIC, they
decided in 1942 to prepare their own report on nature conservation. They
did so because they felt 'that the interests of ecology as such and the views
of ecologists ought to be independently formulated',5° The following year,
the report of the British Ecological Society (drafted by Tansley) endorsed
the NRIC's proposal of a system of reserves managed by experts, to be used
for ecological research and other purposes. But the Society also recom
mended a 'National Wildlife Service', to conduct ecological research. This
service would not be within the Ministry of Town and Country Planning,
but would, rather, be an independent body under the Privy Council, com
parable to the Medical Research Council. Ecologists feared that if the Min
istry ofTown and Country Planning became responsible for nature reserves,
as the NRIC had proposed, then independent research would be impossible.
It would also hinder the application of research results to other responsibili
ties of government, including agriculture and forestry. Only an independent
entity, they believed, would be able to 'create its own policy and tradi
tions',5! These ideas were developed further in a second publication of the
British Ecological Society, released in 1945 as a 'Memorandum on wild life
conservation and ecological research from the national standpoint'. It argued
for an ecological research council, with independence and powers similar to
those of the other research councils, and composed of at least one institute
of terrestrial ecology, as well as a biological service responsible for manage
ment of nature reserves and advising on the conservation of plants and
animalsY

Ecologists expended considerable energy preparing their proposal for an
ecological research council. Tansley even wrote a small book explaining to a
wider audience the merits of nature conservation.53 They expected that such
a council would fulfil their long-standing aim of a secure institution for
ecology, while demonstrating its relevance to practical problems. But during

49 The Conservancy's slow progress during the '950S and '960s in developing practical
techniques of reserve management, and training staff to apply them, confirmed that the ecolo
gists' original, confident presentation of their ability to manage nature reserves had not been
grounded in extensive actual experience, or ful1 understanding of its practical implications. For
the present account, however, it is more significant that this presentation proved, in the' 940s,
to be persuasive.

1° British Ecological Society,
1943, p. 2.

F Sheai!, op. cit. (2), p. '40.
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the 1940S they also devoted much attention to the apparently unrelated issue
of the autonomy of science. Many ecologists, led by Tansley, believed
strongly that scientists had to be free to set their own research priorities. To
understand the role of this belief in the events leading up to the Nature
Conservancy, it is necessary to examine the contemporaneous debate over
the relationship between science, government and society.

Freedom in science

Economic depression, World War Two, and the condition of science under
fascist and Soviet governments provoked debate in Britain over the place of
science in society. During the 1930S several scientists and historians argued
that it is social and economic conditions, not curiosity, that drives science,
and that the power of science to transform society must be recognized and
controlled. In 193 I Soviet historians visiting London insisted that the divi
sion between pure science and society was an illusion fostered by class
structures, and that science should be planned in order to be of maximum
benefits for society,54 In 1939 John Desmond Bernal argued in The social
function of science that only through rational organization and planning, as
in the Soviet Union, could science avoid waste and inefficiency, and provide
genuine social and economic benefits,55 Such views had by then become
widely accepted, even by leading scientific organizations, including the As
sociation of Scientific Workers and the British Association for the Advance
ment of Science. Between 1932 and 1945 this 'Social Relations of Science
Movement' exerted great influence within the British scientific commu
nity,56

But for one Oxford zoologist, Bernal's book provided both a stimulus,
and a target for counterattack. In November 1940 John Baker sent a state
ment to 49 British scientists, expressing concern that 'an influential group of
scientists' believed that researchers should be directed to study utilitarian
problems, and to work within organized groups. According to Baker these
views endangered both pure science, as an activity pursued as an end in itself,
and individual researchY Many scientists answered his call, and together
they formed the Society for Freedom in Science (SFS), to unite opposition to
the direction of science towards social priorities. They argued that even in

54 N. 1. Bukharin et a!', Science at the crossroads: Papers presented to the International
Congress of the History of Science and Technology, London, 29 June-3 July [93 [, by the
delegates of the U.S.S.R., London, 193 I.

55 J. D. Bernal, The social function of science, London, 1939.
56 W. McGucken, Scientists, society, and state: The Social Relations of Science movement in

Great Britain, [93 [-[947, 1984; G. Werskey, The visible college, London, 1978.
57 J. R. Baker, circular letter, November 2, 1940; reproduced in Society for Freedom in

Science, 'History of the foundation of the Society for Freedom in Science', in The Society for
Freedom in Science: Its origin, objects and constitution, London, }fd edition, )953, unpaginated.
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the absence of immediate practical benefits, science, like literature and art,
was worthwhile in itself; that discovery depends on unrestricted curiosity;
that no planner could predict which areas of science would produce new
discoveries; and therefore, that efforts to plan or control science would stifle
creativity.

Tansley was very active in the SFS, sharing its leadership with Baker and
Michael Polanyi. Tansley helped draft the society's statement of beliefs, was
on its executive committee, served as its first acting chairman, and later, as
vice-president. His 1942 Herbert Spencer Lecture at Oxford was an elo
quent statement of the SFS's ideals.5 8 He remained active in the SFS until
shortly before his death in 1955. Baker wrote then ofTansley:

He was always a good counsellor, urging restraint when wild schemes
would have damaged our cause, energetically supporting strong action
whenever it could be successful. He was an eminently wise man,
thoughtful, full of experience, moderate, optimistic.... Whenever it was
suggested that opinion was swinging in our favour and that we might
relax our efforts, or even wind up the Society, he objected vigorously.59

While the social relations of science movement provided the immediate
impetus to the SFS, Tansley had long considered freedom to be essential to
science. In his 1927 lecture at Oxford, he reminded his audience 'that an
essential condition of successful development is freedom from utilitarian
compulsion'.6o Further, 'good effective research cannot be done to order, nor
can the spirit of investigation be manufactured artificially. That spirit de
pends absolutely on the driving force of natural curiosity.'61

Tansley, however, was not the only ecologist in the SFS. Over one quarter
of the society's members, 17 out of 61, were ecologists.62 This must reflect,
in part, Tansley's selection of members from among his own colleagues.
Nevertheless, the large number of ecologists in the SFS, disproportionate to

their significance within British science, requires, I believe, a stronger expla
nation. It is particularly necessary because one might expect ecologists to
have had little cause to be concerned about utilitarian compulsion. Because
their research was considered to have limited practical significance, and
received little funding, the government would be less likely to seek to direct
it. In a sense, indifference could provide ecology with some security against
interference.

But if indifference could ensure researchers' independence, it could also
guarantee their poverty. In the freedom in science movement, Tansley was as

58 A. G. Tansley, 'The values of science to humanity', Nature, (1942) 150, pp. 104-110.
59 J. R. Baker, Sir Arthur Tansley, 1871-1955, London, 1955.
60 Tansley, op. cit. (4), p. 4. Emphasis in original. 61 Tansley, op. cit. (4), p. 17.
62 J. R. Baker, 'List of members of the Society for Freedom in Science on 12 July 1941',

typescript.
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concerned about funding as about freedom; indeed, the two were insepar
able:

Pure science is necessarily the basis of the whole scientific fabric, because
the original discoveries on which it is founded are unforeseeable, and
cannot be provided to order or planned in advance; and it is for this
reason that pure science, under the conditions of modern life, must ...
have money at its disposal which can be used by the people who spend
their lives in making investigations in accordance with their own inter
ests. They must have their freedom and they must have money; and that
money must not be controlled by any outside authority which is acti
vated by motives of practical value.63

Tansley and his colleagues were, as they had been for many years, anxious
to arrange secure support for ecology. Bernal and the social relations of
science movement, however, threatened progress towards this goal. While
ecologists had argued strongly that their research had practical benefits, their
lack of success in obtaining support indicated that few within government
had been convinced. If, then, science was to be directed towards immediate
economic or social concerns, ecology would inevitably be neglected. This, of
course, had been the case before the war, when government support for
forestry and agriculture research had provided only meagre opportunities
for ecology.

The danger that the social relations of science movement posed to ecology
heightened as ecologists tied their fortunes to nature conservation, and its
explicitly non-economic objective of the protection of the British natural
heritage. Tansley wrote in 1945: 'If we keep and manage [natural areas]
properly we can hand down to our descendants a Britain which is not only
economically prosperous, but retains something of its distinctive natural
historic character, continues to delight our sense of beauty, and affords rich
material for the increase of knowledge.'64 The British landscape, Tansley
insisted, had a value that transcended economic utility. And, therefore, so
did ecology, because it could provide the scientific basis for the care of this
landscape. Baker made the same point, in describing Tansley's massive com
pendium, The British islands and their vegetation, as of no immediate prac
tical application, but of great cultural value. 65 If support for science was
determined on the basis of immediate social and economic priorities, these
more intangible benefits of nature conservation and related ecological re
search would perhaps be ignored.

Besides advocating autonomy and funding for science, Tansley also en
sured that the principles of the Society for Freedom in Science would be

6) A. G. Tansley, '[Discussion on fundamental research in relation to the community]',
Advancement of science, (1946) 3, pp. 294-295.

64 Tansley, op. cit. (13), p. 67. 65 Tansley, op. cit. (5).
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compatible with ecology. Baker had originally distinguished between organ
ized groups working on projects of economic benefit, from individual scien
tists studying pure science. Pure science, he believed, was best performed by
individuals. But when Tansley, Polanyi and Baker established the principles
of the society, they concluded that researchers should be free 'to work
separately or in collaboration as they may prefer. Controlled team-work,
essential for some problems, is out of place in others.'66 Tansley himself
noted that some problems in pure science could be best approached through
teamwork.67 He was evidently responsible (with Polanyi) for the Society for
Freedom in Science not being opposed to organized activity in science.
Tansley may have taken this position because a reliance on individual re
search could hinder ecosystem study. Because most ecologists were special
ists, an individual could not do a complete study of an ecosystem. It
required, rather, 'collaboration between an animal and a plant ecologist, or
by a team ... such collaboration, to be really successful, must be genuinely
joint work in which each partner fully follows and understands the contri
butions of the others. Only thus can a unified picture of the whole be built
up.'68

These concerns of Tansley and other ecologists suggest a need to re
interpret the controversy over the freedom and planning in science. William
McGucken has described it in terms of the opposing views of the Social
Relations of Science Movement and the Society for Freedom in Science, and
argued that the controversy ended when the government reaffirmed the
autonomy of the scientific community.69 But for ecologists autonomy was
not the sole issue. They were also concerned about the demand of the Social
Relations of Science movement that science be directed towards social and
economic priorities, and the threat that this demand posed to support for
ecological research. This controversy, therefore, was the consequence, in
part, of economic and disciplinary concerns, and not simply differences in
ideological commitment.

Tansley led ecologists in efforts both to defend scientific autonomy, and
to gain an institution for ecological research. As the most eminent British
ecologist, a leader of the Society for Freedom in Science, and drafter of
the British Ecological Society's report on nature conservation, he used the
issue of nature reserves and their management to demonstrate the practical
implications of scientific autonomy. Other ecologists, and particularly
Elton, shared with Tansley a conviction that ecological research must be

66 Society for Freedom in Science, op. cit. (57). 67 Tansley, op. cit. (58), p. t 10.
68 A. G. Tansley, 'What is ecology?', Biological journal of the Linnean Society, (1987) P, p.

10; originally published in 1951 as a pamphlet by the Council for the Promotion of Field
Studies.

69 W. McGucken, 'On freedom and planning in science: The Society for Freedom in Science,
1940-46', Minerva, (1978) 16, pp. 42-72.
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independent.?o Led by Tansley, they established a detailed argument for a
new, autonomous institution for ecological research.

Ecologists' insistence on this new institution, independent of the Ministry
of Town and Country Planning, put them at odds with the Nature Reserves
Investigation Committee, and also with John Dower, who was then shaping
government policy on national parks. In 1945 Dower recommended a Wild
Life Conservation Council to provide scientific advice on the management
of nature reserves and national parks. This council would be within a Na
tional Parks Commission, which would report to the Minister of Town and
Country PlanningJI Dower's strong opposition to the ecologists' proposal
that nature reserves be independent of the National Parks Commission re
flected the lack of consensus in 1945 on the appropriate organization for
reserves and ecological research. Besides Dower and other Ministry ofTown
and Country Planning officials, the Agricultural Research Council and the
Treasury also opposed an independent institution for nature conservation.

That year, the Minister of Town and Country Planning, refused permis
sion by the cabinet to establish a National Parks Commission, instead ap
pointed a committee under Sir Arthur Hobhouse to review the issue. The
Wild Life Conservation Special Committee was also established, because the
minister wanted 'to have the proposals of the Dower Report on Nature
Reserves and Wild Life Conservation examined by a small group of experts',
which could then recommend an appropriate responseJ> The committee,
chaired by Julian Huxley, and after May 1946 by Tansley, and composed
primarily of leading ecologists selected by Huxley, was charged with deter
mining the organization that should be responsible for nature conservation.
Within the committee Tansley was far from alone in his beliefs regarding
ecological research, its organization, and its relevance to conservation. Diver
had prepared large parts of the memoranda of the Nature Reserves Investi
gation Committee, while Elton had served on the British Ecological Soci
ety's committee on nature conservation.?3 His recent Bureau of Animal
Population work on rodent control had also convinced him that ecological
research would be best fostered by an independent research council. An
other prominent member was the ornithologist, Max Nicholson. In his first
book, Birds in England (1926), he had argued that policies of bird protection
should adhere to an ecological perspective. Since then, he had been involved

7° Elton had also been convinced of the need for autonomy by his experience in the Bureau
of Animal Population that the greatest progress is made by individuals free to engage in their
own innovative research; Sheail, op. cit. (9), pp. 74-75.

7
1

]. Dower, National Parks in England and Wales, London, 1945.
7' J. B. Bowers to H. Smith, 21 August 1945; in National Parks Committee, 'Correspond

ence with the Secretary of the NRIC (Dr. Herbert Smith)" 1945-46, PRO HLG 93-39.
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in the Oxford Bird Census, the Edward Grey Institute of Field Ornithology,
and the British Trust for Ornithology. Each reflected his ambition to de
velop a more systematic organization of the efforts of amateur ornitholo
gists.74 While appointed to the committee to provide an ornithological
perspective, Nicholson would also, as I will note, make an essential contri
bution to the practical success of the committee. Each of these ecologists
made important contributions to the work of the Wild Life Conservation
Special Committee. The committee itself, although officially reporting to the
Hobhouse Committee, functioned virtually independently.

The appointment of ecologists to this expert committee indicates that
ecologists had taken the place formerly occupied by amateur naturalists as
the government's advisors on nature reserves. This, and the bypassing of the
NRIC, which had been established three years before to provide just such
advice, was at first not well received. When J. B. Bowers, secretary of the
Hobhouse committee, requested from Herbert Smith the NRIC's materials,
Smith answered curtly:

I may remind you that the ... [NRIC] were appointed ... to advise
government departments on matters relating to nature reserves and natu
ral history generally. It would appear as if your ministry had ignored, or
at least overlooked, the existence of the committee.7 5

Throughout the two years of its work, the Wildlife Committee sought to
reconcile two objectives: the preference ofTansley and other ecologists for
an independent ecological research council under the Lord President, and
their official duty of advising the Ministry of Town and Country Planning.
In a first attempt at a compromise, they proposed that a wildlife conserva
tion advisory body or research council, reporting to the Lord President, be
responsible for research, with reserve management to be the task of a Wild
Life Conservation Administrative Body within a National Parks and Wild
Life Conservation Authority, reporting to the Minister of Town and Coun
try Planning.76 The committee presented this as an interim proposal in
November 1945, with the proviso that it would require close ties between
research and management: 'If the primary purpose of [nature reserves] is
to provide field laboratories for scientific research, and if Wild Life Conser
vation policy is to be framed on the best available scientific advice, it will
be essential that the Wildlife Conservation Commission should be closely

74 E. M. Nicholson, Birds in England.' An accottnt of the state of our bird life and a criticism
of bird protection, London, [926. D. Alien discusses Nicholson's ornithological work in The
naturalist in Britain: A social history, London, 1976, pp. 252-258.

7l J. B. Bowers to H. Smith, 21 August [945; H. Smith to J. B. Bowers, 24 August 1945, in

PRO HLG 93-39.
76 Minutes of first meeting of Wild Life Conservation Special Committee, 6 September 1945,
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integrated with a National Research organization that is or may be set up in
the Biological or Ecological field.'77

The committee, however, quickly came to consider this compromise to be
unacceptable. Placing reserve management within one government body,
and research within another, would make their co-ordination much more
difficult. And as the committee explored the implications of conservation the
necessity for such co-ordination became ever more evident.78 Reserves could
be fully useful for research only if scientists were involved in all aspects of
their management. This was especially important because of the growing
interest among ecologists in experimental research. In February 1946 one
committee member, John S. L. Gilmour, described to his colleagues the
opportunities that reserves presented for botanical experiments, such as
studies on the growth of plants outside their normal range, or the effects of
exclosure of rabbits and other herbivores from plant communities.79 Two
months later, Nicholson presented the case for experimental bird reserves,
arguing that they would enable both studies of the effects of changes in
environment on birds, and training of the ecologists that would be needed
by future nature conservation and research bodies.80 In providing these
contributions to ecological research, reserves were, as Huxley expressed it,
the 'essential laboratories' of the nature conservation body.81 It was also
appropriate that they be administered separately from national parks be
cause while parks were to be for public use, access to reserves would be
restricted, to protect the flora and fauna and prevent interference in research.

By February 1946 the committee had, accordingly, decided not to com
promise on its preference for an independent body for reserves and ecologi
cal research. Just as the British Ecological Society had two years before, it
chose to recommend that both management and research within nature
reserves be recognized as a matter of science, not planning, and that it be the
task of a single body reporting to the Lord President, not the Ministry of
Town and Country Planning. A biological service would manage the re
serves, conduct related research, and respond to requests from other agencies
for advice on conservation. In addition, one or more 'terrestrial research
institutes' would be dedicated to 'fundamental and generalized' ecological

77 Wild Life Conservation Special Committee, 'A Suggested Pattern for the Administration
of Wild Life Conservation and Nature Reserves in Relation to National Parks and National
Research', 9 November 1945> 2, in PRO HLG 93-48.

7
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research. Entirely separate from the biological service, these institutes would
ensure the complete independence of the researchers.82

This decision to depart from the terms of its appointment by the Minister
ofTown and Country Planning, and recommend a scientific body under the
Lord President, reflected the committee's perception of what had become
politically possible. Immediately after the war, science enjoyed unprec
edented prestige. The scientific community and government now agreed that
science, having helped assure victory, should be permitted to set its own
priorities. The Lord President (Herbert Morrison) told scientists in 1946
that 'Science and scientists must have an independent life and an independent
existence of their own', although government could guide the application of
new discoveries. 83 The committee therefore had a greater likelihood of hav
ing its proposals accepted, if conservation and ecological research were de
fined as a strictly scientific matter.

The Wild Life Committee had even been publicly advised to link conser
vation with science. An editorial in Nature had suggested that 'the word
"nature" has come to be associated ... with a somewhat childish or eccentric
form of botanizing, bird-loving and butterfly-hunting. If the more fashion
able word "science" could replace "nature" on the subcommittees' note
paper they would probably find the task of co-operating with local
authorities less uphill work. '84 Ecologists already knew the value of such a
strategy. Elton had told the Committee that the political difficulties in ac
quiring nature reserves 'might be mitigated by calling them "scientific nature
reserves", thus using the present momentous prestige of "the scientist",
rather than the slightly shabby reputation of "the naturalist" .. .'85 The
committee evidently recognized that its recommendations would carry more
weight if cast in terms of science. But if an independent nature conservation
body was politically realistic, to argue for a full research council, similar to
the Agricultural Research Council and the Medical Research Council, was
not. Committee members felt it 'inadvisable to ask for everything at once,
and that they were more likely to succeed with a modest demand. They
hoped, however, that both grant-giving powers and full status as a Research
Council would in the long run accrue to the proposed advisory board'.86

A further advantage of defining nature conservation as a scientific task,
and therefore necessarily independent of a National Parks Commission, was
that this proposed Commission had begun to encounter political opposition.

s, Wild Life Conservation Special Committee, 'Notes from meeting of February 20 & 2 I,
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Even as the Hobhouse and Huxley committees conducted their inquiries, a
plan was being drafted to give county councils broad authority over land use
and development. This resulted in the Town and Country Planning Bill,
which received royal assent in August 1947. With their newly acquired
authority over planning, these councils now viewed the proposed National
Parks Commission as a potential rival. Their opposition to the Commission
obliged Lewis Silkin, the Minister of Town and Country Planning, to limit
its role within the land use planning process to providing advice to the
councils. 87 By proposing that nature conservation be independent of the
National Parks Commission, therefore, the ecologists could lessen the risk
that opposition to national parks would extend to nature reserves.

While preparing its report, the Wildlife Committee took steps to ensure
its acceptance by the government, meeting with the Cabinet's Scientific
Advisory Committee, in part to gain its support for their recommendations.
They especially wanted the Advisory Committee to agree that conservation
be the responsibility of the Lord President, because the government's ac
ceptance of this recommendation was by no means inevitable. Proposing
new responsibilities for the Lord President, when the committee had been
created by another minister, was obviously a situation of some 'delicacy'.88
In addition, Dower, still influential within the Ministry ofTown and Coun
try Planning, remained entirely opposed to the separation of national parks
from nature reserves. To counter this, the committee hoped for support
from the Advisory Committee 'in order that the National Parks Committee
might be satisfied that the Wild Life Committee had a satisfactory alternative
to the Dower scheme'.89

The Advisory Committee had already begun considering the nature re
serves issue. Prompted by the British Ecological Society report and one from
the Royal Society, it invited John Fryer, secretary of the Agricultural Re
search Council and a member of the Advisory Committee, to summarize the
issues involved. According to John Sheail, Fryer's note formed the basis for
a report by the Advisory Committee to the Lord President, advocating a
system of nature reserves, one or more institutes of terrestrial ecology, and
a Service, composed of scientific officers, who would manage the reserves
and provide advice on conservation.90 The Wildlife Committee, however, by
meeting with the Advisory Committee, and sending it at least one memoran
dum, may have also helped convince it to make such a proposal. This is also
suggested by the Advisory Committee's adoption of the Wild Life Commit
tee's advice to recommend that the conservation body be associated with the
Agricultural Research Council. It is at least clear that the Advisory Commit-

87 Sheail, op. cit. (30), pp. 200-206.
88 Wild Life Conservation Special Committee, op. cit. (78).
89 Wild Life Conservation Special Committee, 'Notes from meeting of March 8, 1946', in
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tee's proposal, being very similar to the proposal prepared by the Wild Life
Committee, gave it considerable credibility.

In July 1947 the Wildlife Committee presented its report. A detailed
rationale for nature reserves and conservation areas, a biological service to
manage these reserves, conduct research, and provide advice, and four terres
trial research institutes for fundamental studies, the report summarized the
deliberations of the committee over the previous two years. Two general
principles formed the basis of its recommendations. The first was that con
servation was pre-eminently a matter of science. While the conservation of
nature was, as the committee noted, a very difficult problem in a crowded,
highly industrialized nation, they confidently asserted that 'The solution of
the problem can be expressed ... in three words: Research and Experi
ment.'9 1

The second principle was that the proposed Nature Conservation Board
must be independent. The committee explicitly recommended that it not be
attached to a National Parks authority, the Ministry of Town and Country
Planning, or any other government department. The preferred option was
for the board to be a research council under the Lord President. However,
the committee, aware, as I have noted, of opposition to creation of another
council, and determined to be politically realistic, recommended that the
board be attached to the Agricultural Research Council. The Committee did
not anticipate interference by the ARC in the board's activities. Within the
board, the terrestrial research institutes would also be independent.

A striking aspect of the Wildlife Committee's recommendations was that
they could overcome difficulties that had hindered ecologists and their re
search. Most obviously, a biological service and research institutes could
employ many ecologists. In addition, an independent Nature Conservation
Board would enable ecologists to avoid the problems encountered in obtain
ing support from bodies, such as the Agricultural Research Council or the
Forestry Commission, that had concerns not always compatible with eco
logical research. Research sites protected from disturbance or destruction
were equally important. Nature reserves provided many such sites, as well as
examples of every type of plant and animal community of interest to ecolo
gists.

The Wild Life Committee's recommendations also solved problems that
the academic world posed for ecologists. From Tansley's complaint in 1914
that ecology 'occupies a very small, in many cases almost a negligible, place
in our University curricula', to Cambridge ecologist Harry Godwin's recol
lection of being told by 'more than one leading botanist' in the 1920S that
ecology had no future, to Elton's difficulties in obtaining support for his
Bureau of Animal Population at Oxford in the 1930S, resistance from

9' Wild Life Conservation Special Committee, Conservation ofnature in England and Wales,
London, 1947, p. 3·
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universities and other biologists was for many ecologists a familiar storyY
Another problem was the difficulty in arranging co-operative studies by
scientists from several disciplines and university departments. Tansley and
other ecologists considered such co-operation to be essential to future eco
system studies. The academic division between botany and zoology, how
ever, reinforced, as £Iton complained, the 'split between the plant and
animal ecologists' outlook', hindering an integrated perspective on ecosys
tems. 93 Finally, academic duties presented a problem. Tansley noted that 'a
minor but quite real academic drawback is the frequent necessity of spend
ing long working periods in the field, which does not fit in well with existing
academic regulations'.94

Each of these problems facing ecologists could be solved by the proposal
of the Wild Life Committee for independent, multi-disciplinary research
institutions, working within protected and expertly managed nature re
serves. If acted upon, this proposal would make possible the innovations
proposed by leading ecologists: in techniques, including a greater use of
experimentation and intensive survey; in new concepts, especially the eco
system concept; and in the replacement of descriptive studies by a focus on
the causal relations behind observed patterns in nature.

The Wild Life Committee's proposals were strikingly similar to Tansley's
ideas on the organization of science. Both Tansley and the committee in
sisted that pure research and its application could profit from interaction,
but only if appointment of researchers, selection of research projects, and
allocation of funds remained in scientific hands. Under Tansley's chairman
ship, the report of the Wild Life Committee became a practical expression of
his views on the organization of science. The committee's members were
certainly prepared to following his views: the majority were ecologists, well
aware of the needs of ecology and nature conservation, and respecting
Tansley as the most distinguished member of their discipline. They also
shared his views on scientific autonomy; of the ten committee members, six
were also members of the Society for Freedom in Science.

In January 1948 Morrison, as Lord President, accepted responsibility for
acting on the recommendations of the Wild Life Committee. On April 29 he
told parliament that the government had accepted its recommendations for
a Nature Conservation Board and Biological Service, to be associated with
the Agricultural Research Council. After, as Nicholson described it, these
plans were 'steered gently through mechanisms which would normally have
quietly buried them', in February 1949 Morrison announced that the Con
servation Board and Biological Service would be united within a single body,

9
2 A. G. Tansley, 'Presidential address', Journal of ecology, (1914) 2, p. 195; H. Godwin,
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93 Elton, op. cit. (17), p. 2. 94 Tansley, op. cit. (25), p. 530.
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to be called the Nature Conservancy.95 Accorded research, advisory and
conservation duties by Royal Charter in March 1949, and statutory power to

designate nature reserves by the National Parks and Access to the Country
side Bill of 1949, the Conservancy became an independent research council
similar to the Agricultural Research Council and the Medical Research
Council, but holding as well powers of land tenure and control. 96

Several factors abetted the government's rapid adoption of the Wild Life
Committee's recommendations. As I have noted, they were considered sepa
rately from the proposals for national parks, and they therefore avoided
opposition from local governments anxious to protect their own planning
authority. Nicholson also played a central role in the adoption of the Com
mittee's recommendations. As both a member of the Wild Life Committee,
and head of the Office of the Lord President, he contributed both to the
report, and to the formulation of the government's response to it. Perhaps
most important, however, was the prestige of post-war science, and the
interest in applying science to government responsibilities. The post-war
Labour government increased support for civil science from £6. 5 million in
1945 to £3° million in 1950. It also arranged new mechanisms, such as the
Advisory Council on Scientific Policy, to provide it with scientific advice.97

The importance the government attached to such advice was reflected in the
Lord President's explanation to Cabinet of the need for access to expertise
on nature conservation:

the Government is constantly taking action liable permanently to affect
the fauna, flora and even the geography of the country without having at
its disposal any channel of authoritative scientific advice about the prob
able results of its action, such as is available in all other fields of natural
science.98

Because they had stressed that conservation was a scientific matter, to be
approached through 'research and experiment', the new authority of science
extended to the Wild Life Committee, and the advice they offered on con
servation.

Conclusion

The Nature Conservancy owed itself to a remarkable convergence of cir
cumstances. Before the Second World War, neither the government nor
universities, in spite of ecologists' efforts, were willing to provide them with

95 M. Nicholson, The new environmental age, Cambridge, 1987, p. 93.
96 Reports of the Nature Conservancy for the period up to 30th September, 1952, London,
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97 H. Morrison, Government and Parliament: A sUr"uey from the inside, London, 1954, pp.
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the support they considered necessary. In the early 1940s, however, a new
opportunity for support emerged, in the nature reserves movement and
government interest in land use planning. Ecologists successfully argued that
nature reserves, and effective land use and management generally, required a
commitment to nature conservation and a nev.' institution for ecological
research. Committed to the principle of scientific autonomy, ecologists, led
by Tansley, insisted that this institution be independent. In obtaining gov
ernment support for their research, ecologists were aided by the post-war
prestige of science, and the interest in scientific solutions to problems facing
British society. It is evident, therefore, that political, economic and ideologi
cal factors were instrumental in the ecologists' campaign for institutional
security, and in the shaping of the eventual Nature Conservancy.

But interwoven in these events were ecologists' conceptions of their own
identity: as scientists with a distinctive perspective on the natural environ
ment, combining experimentation and survey in ways unique to ecology.
This perspective was itself guided by a view of nature as complex commu
nities of plants and animals interacting with each other and their physical
environment, that is, as ecosystems. By the early 1940s, several ecologists
had realized that ecosystem study, and new forms of ecological research
generally, required both protected areas of land, and an institution
unencumbered by demands for immediate practical relevance. This realiza
tion helped motivate ecologists in their advocacy of nature conservation and
freedom in science. In effect, the conceptual development of their discipline
shaped ecologists' efforts to obtain institutional support, even as their
success in obtaining this support would eventually shape post-war British
ecology. This episode, therefore, provides a demonstration of the inter
penetration ofcognitive and social factors, of ideas and institutions, that is an
essential feature of twentieth century science.
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